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Abstract

Atmospheric plasma discharges are finding increased applications in addressing environmental challenges including
water purification, chemical synthesis and biotechnology. An effective means of interfacing the reactivity of plasma
gas discharges with liquids is needed to enhance liquid phase chemical reactions. Plasma discharges in bubbles has
been considered as an innovative solution for achieving this goal potentially offering electrically driven, sustainable
chemistry with low energy consumption and the unique benefit of maintaining a large volume discharge under
the liquid surface. Here we provide a concise review on the state-of-art for research on plasma-bubble interactions
and a perspective for future research.
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1 Introduction
The benefits of interfacing plasmas and liquids are in-
creasingly being recognized, especially in environmental
applications including; water treatment (PWT—plasma
water treatment), loading and delivery of reactivity in
water (PAW—plasma-activated water) and in solutions
(PAS—plasma-activated solutions), and the synthesis of
useful chemicals or nanomaterials [1–3]. There are nu-
merous approaches for interfacing a plasma phase and a
liquid phase including direct impingement to the free
surface with plasma jets or spark discharges, the diffu-
sion of afterglow species to the liquid, the introduction
of vapour or droplets to the gas phase or use of ‘plasma-
bubbles’. Here, we discuss the approach of inducing
plasma discharges within gas bubbles.
The unique benefit of plasma discharges in bubbles is

the facilitation of large volume plasma in water/liquids
with reduced breakdown voltage and energy consump-
tion [4]. Plasma bubbles have been considered to be use-
ful for many applications, such as water purification,

chemical synthesis and, more recently, medicine and
biotechnology, that require stable plasma discharges in
liquid or at the gas-liquid interface [5–12]. Compared to
the typical plasma discharge over the liquid surface [13],
underwater plasma bubbles can provide an intensified
gas-to-liquid mass transfer, thus enhancing the produc-
tion and transportation of aqueous reactive species for
specific applications, due to the large interfacial areas,
long residence times and high internal pressures [4, 9].
Moreover, the burst of fine bubbles can potentially pro-
duce mechanical agitation and local heating, leading to
the localized formation of additional reactive radicals in
an aqueous solution [6].
Locke and Shih [14] presented comparison data be-

tween a plasma-bubble system and a plasma discharge
over a water surface and direct discharge in the water
for H2O2 synthesis. Approximately, 1 g kWh− 1 of higher
energy efficiency for the plasma-bubble case was found
and attributed to the enhanced mass transfer with the
extra benefit of minimizing electrode erosion by using a
reduced applied voltage. In a specially designed bubble
injection configuration, by applying sub μs width short
pulses at higher applied voltages, it was found that fur-
ther improvement (8.4 g kWh−1) could be achieved in
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H2O2 energy efficiency. Zhou et al. developed an argon
plasma-catalytic bubble reactor to generate underwater
plasma bubbles for efficient delivery of reactive species
for H2O2 synthesis, with the highest H2O2 production
rate and energy efficiency of 164.6 mg h−1 and 9.0 g kW
h−1, respectively [5]. Recent advances in the plasma-
driven electrochemical conversion application such as
NOx production, demonstrated a significant improve-
ment in NOx energy efficiency up to 15.6 g kWh−1 (3.8
kWh mol−1) using a plasma bubble column reactor [10],
which is at least three times higher than comparable re-
ported studies [15]. Considering the potential for effect-
ive scaling (both vertical and horizontal) and the
performance of plasma bubbles (in terms production
rates and energy efficiency), the technology is gaining
interest, particularly in water purification and plasma-
assisted electrochemical conversion [15].
However, despite these achievements and progress in

applications, the understanding of the underlying physics
and chemistry is lacking, arising from the complexity of
this multi-physics, multi-scale problem of dynamic
plasma discharges in the gas bubble immersed in a li-
quid. There have been significant research efforts in dif-
ferent aspects to investigate the plasma-liquid
interaction involving a broad research community of

plasma physics, aerosol science, chemistry, radiolysis,
fluid dynamics, etc. [1].
Most of the scientific focus surrounding plasma-

bubble systems has been on the plasma interaction with
water at the interface. There have been a few papers
dedicated to providing an overview of the interdisciplin-
ary subject of plasma-liquid interactions, which identify
the important research challenges of the subject includ-
ing the developments in diagnostics, modelling and fun-
damental cross sections and reaction rate databases [1,
16, 17]. From this extensive research work on plasma-
liquid interactions, we will selectively introduce and dis-
cuss research works to provide a better understanding of
plasma-bubble discharges from the engineering and
physicochemical aspects.

2 Plasma reactor configurations
The types of plasma bubble reactor configurations can
be divided into two main groups, with gas inlet or with-
out. Most plasma bubbles studies have a gas inlet, which
allows varying conditions of gas properties and electrode
positioning, giving more degrees of freedom to the con-
figuration design. As shown in Fig. 1, various studies
have illustrated the applications of utilizing plasma

Fig. 1 Plasma bubble reactor configurations of recent studies. a Plasma needle arrays for mung bean disinfection [22]. b Multiple bubble
discharge immersed in water [19]. c Plasma-driven NOx production combined ammonia electrolysis process [10]. d Underwater microbubble
plasma reactor for dye degradation [20]. e Needle electrode erosion in water plasma discharge [18]. f Plasma-enabled ethanol conversion to
hydrogen gas and carbon dots [21]
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bubbles for disinfection, NOx production, wastewater
treatment, biomass conversion, etc. [10, 18–22].
There are several design parameters of the plasma

bubble reactor to consider. Gas-related factors, including
gas type, flow rate, velocity and gas aperture, are closely
related to the formation of bubbles that may affect the
total mass transfer and activity of plasma reactive species
including bubble size distribution. Zhang et al. discussed
the effect of plasma bubble mass transfer on the degrad-
ation of antibiotics [23]. In addition, Sun et al. applied
Raschig rings in a bubble column reactor to enhance ad-
sorption and mass transfer by enlarging the mass trans-
fer area and extending residence times [10]. The other
important factor is the electrode, where electrode mater-
ial, shape, and position are found to influence the dis-
charge modes and characteristics. The positioning of
pin-to-pin electrodes has been studied by Tu et al. using
a high-speed charge-coupled device (CCD) camera [19,
24]. Their study categorized the breakdown into three
types depending on the position of the bubbles and the
electrodes. Potocký et al. studied the effects of stainless
steel and tungsten electrodes on discharges in water
without gas input, finding that the material properties
can influence both discharge mode and electrode ero-
sion [18].
From the engineering point of view, the important de-

sign parameters of plasma bubble reactors are structure
complexity, scalability and economic feasibility. The
structure and its complexity lay the foundation of the
basic plasma characteristics, and normally are governed
by the components and its materials, which further af-
fects the economic feasibility and scalability. The scal-
ability which can be defined as the ability to attain
larger/smaller scale production by changing individual
productivity or unit numbers in the respect of plasma
engineering does not follow a linear scaling relationship
between the production rate and voltage/current. Thus,
the most popular approach is maintaining a small/
medium scale optimized plasma reactor and creating an
array of units. When it comes to the economic feasibility
of plasma bubble reactors, in addition to scalability, pro-
duction rate and energy efficiency are important factors.
In a plasma chemical process, most common energy loss
comes from Joule heating and relaxation of vibrational
and transitional state molecules. As for the industrial
practice of plasma technology, energy consumption, es-
pecially energy efficiency, is critical. Optimization of
plasma discharge parameters and adoption of advanced
pulse power supplies can be a solution.

3 Transport of reactive species
The challenges of understanding the plasma discharge
within the bubble principally lie in the interactions at
the interface of the bubble and the liquid. For instance,

the mechanisms in which the energy of electrons, ions,
and reactive radicals can be sustained and transported
across the plasma-liquid boundary along with quantify-
ing the lifetimes of these species. Similarly, an under-
standing of the important physical and chemical
pathways which influence the bulk liquid chemistry by
the injected plasma species including highly reactive e-
are important. As with the central role of e- found in
gas phase plasma physics and chemistry, solvated e- is
considered to be pivotal, as a smallest primary reducing
agent and highly reactive intermediate in various fields
including environmental chemistry, charge-induced re-
activity, reprocessing of nuclear waste and biological ef-
fects of radiation [25–27]. The physical and chemical
properties of solvated electrons have long been investi-
gated mainly using high energy electron beams or pulse
radiolysis with a significant research interest. Some stud-
ies suggest a high solvation energy barrier of electrons of
− 156 kJ/mol [28]; however, other studies, including ex-
periment and theoretical simulation works, suggest fast
solvation of electrons in fs with 100 ps order of lifetimes
and penetration depths of 10–20 nm for an electron en-
ergy range of 1–10 eV [27, 29–32]. Except for about a
10% possibility of existing in the vapour phase above the
interface, Uhlig et al. [33] demonstrated that fully hy-
drated surface electrons are mostly buried in the inter-
facial water layer by employing ab initio molecular
dynamics simulation as shown in Fig. 2. In a plasma dis-
charge inside a bubble, it is expected that the majority of
the electrons will be quickly solvated in the water as
shown in recent plasma modelling dealing with plasma-
bubbles or other liquid interfaces [34–37].

Fig. 2 A snapshot of the hydrated electron which is presented as
isosurfaces of the spin density (at 10− 6 Bohr− 3). Green colour
represents the contribution of the part protruding into the vapour,
blue surface is from the inner cavity surrounded by water clusters,
spin density overlapped with water molecules is shown in red, and
the diffuse tail in the water phase are given in magenta. The origin
is set to the centre of the total spin distribution rc [33]
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Some reports have discussed the impact of high energy
electrons in plasma-liquid interactions. Levko et al. [38]
reported that propagating streamer heads on the liquid
interface can cause ionization of water by energetic elec-
trons. Additionally, a possible ion-rich sheath formation
on the gas side in the vicinity of the interface of water
was proposed. It may implicate various excitation, dis-
sociation and chemical reactions which require relatively
high energy barriers, all of which are possible as in gas
phase plasma discharges. However, it is worthwhile to
note the different characteristics of interfacial and liquid
phase reactions which are based on much stronger inter-
actions with each other and also the high probability of
multi-body reactions rather than two body interactions
unlike those of typical gas phase reactions [15].
Ions are also considered to be solvated in ps orders of

time and vibrational relaxation can occur in the follow-
ing 10–100 ps [1]. Despite the expected important roles
of ions in the plasma-liquid interface, fundamental data
from experimental measurement are limited. However,
generally low temperature atmospheric pressure plasma
systems provide ion energies of only several eV. Mina-
gawa et al. showed using simulations by classical MD
modelling that the atomic oxygen ion can sputter water
molecules but only penetrate to a maximum of 1.2–2.8
nm for an eV range of 10–100 [39]. The effective charge
transfer collisions of low energy ions ( 0.1–10 eV) such
as O+, Ar+, N2

+, N+ and Kr+ with water molecules has
been demonstrated where the cross section has approxi-
mately 1014 cm2 at 0.1 eV with energy dependence of
E−0.5 [40–43]. Tochikubo et al. reported high-density
OH- ion production by e- and H+ production by positive
ions and suggested a possible mechanism for the initial
stage of liquid reaction by incident electrons and ions in
both high and low energy states [44]. Despite the limited
life times and effective penetration depths of e- and ions
in plasma-bubble interactions, their impact and import-
ance cannot be underestimated in driving the chemical
reactions in the bulk water media. In addition, it is also
important to consider the possible bi-directional trans-
port of reactive species from the liquid to gas (bubble)
region as Bruggmann et al. [17] discussed based on the
optical emission measurement results showing the pres-
ence of high density OH radicals on the top of the water
surface [45, 46].
Along with the electrons and ions, from the gas phase

plasma discharge region, high-density neutral but react-
ive species are supplied into the plasma-liquid interface.
As Bruggmann et al. [1] commented, there is an analogy
between plasma-liquid interaction and plasma-solid sur-
face interaction. Scattering, adsorption, absorption into
the liquid and desorption can be considered as well as
Langmuir-Hinshelwood and or Eley-Rideal interactions
[47, 48] at the plasma-bubble interface surface.

Molecular dynamics simulation can provide information
on the penetration depth of radicals and molecules as
they interact with a large number of water molecules at
the interface and induce further chemical reactions [49,
50]. Minakata et al. provided the aqueous phase HO•
rate constants for a number of elementary reactions
using GCM (group contribution method) [51] which was
proven to be reliable for the prediction of gas phase re-
action coefficients for compounds with a wide range of
functional groups. Among the valuable discussion pro-
vided by Minakata et al., it is worthwhile to note there
can be a drastic change in the reaction mechanisms in
aqueous phase reactions to those in gas phase reactions
due to the polarity and the hydrogen bond of water mol-
ecules [51]. In order to understand the macro scale mea-
surements of densities or production rates of different
aqueous products, Henry’s law constant [52] and diffu-
sion coefficient [53] in water can be used to provide use-
ful data for plasma modelling. Different solubility and
diffusion properties of various gas species is often used
to explain the differences in the predominant species
from the gas phase and observed in the liquid phase.
A feature of plasma-bubbles are their high gas-liquid

interfacial areas, which lead to greater species mass
transfer rates. The interfacial area is inversely propor-
tional to the bubble Sauter mean diameter; smaller bub-
ble size is associated with a larger interfacial area,
favouring gaseous plasma species mass transfer to liq-
uids. Therefore, enhancing micro-size bubbles in the
plasma bubble systems and integration with the micro-
bubble technique is of particular interest for maximizing
species mass transfer and mixing as well as further using
the strong mechanics effects when bubbles shrink and
burst, which are expected to sustain high density react-
ive species (OH in particular) in solutions. For example,
plasma species from a DBD coupled with microbubbles
(MB) from a MB generator has been proved to be highly
efficient for contaminant removal and TOC reduction in
water compared to the separated treatments with DBD
and MB, due to the enhanced OH generation in water,
which was confirmed by ESR analysis and scavenger
addition [54]. Also, plasma-loaded or activated micro-
bubbles can enhance the dissolution of reactive chemical
species, as evidenced by the doubled production of ni-
trite and ozone and 3-time increased nitrate synthesis
rate as demonstrated by Wu et al. [55].
The existence of moderate concentrations of H2O in

the discharge area benefits the formation of OH radicals
both in the gas and at the gas-liquid interface via H2O
dissociation, water-electron and water-energetic gas spe-
cies collision and reactions, etc. It has been shown that
the formation of OH radicals and their diffusion into
water are crucial for the aqueous H2O2 formation. Thus,
H2O2(aq) is generally an important and inevitable long-
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life species obtained with plasma bubbles or retained in
thus-treated water if no OH scavengers or chemicals
consuming OH exist in the water. The concentration of
OH radicals at the gas-liquid interface is of significance
to produce H2O2(aq) both for discharges over water and
in plasma bubbles, while the contribution of H2O2

formed in the gas phase is observed in higher number
density than H2O2(aq) due to the higher content of water
vapour in the discharge zone [8, 56]. Higher H2O2(aq)

production rates and energy yields have been observed
by using plasma bubbles with the increased humidity
proven to be beneficial to enhance the production of
H2O2(aq) for both plasma bubbles and over-water dis-
charges [8, 14]. When air or nitrogen-rich gas is used as
the reactants, the products include excited N2 and O2 at
different energy states, dissociated N, O atoms which
then interact further to form NOx, such as N2O, NO,
NO2, etc., depending on the composition of N2/O2 and
other discharge and processing parameters. The inert
property of N2 poses significant challenges for its dis-
sociation and the following reactions to harvest targeted
chemicals. In this point of view, non-thermal plasma still
suffers from unsatisfactory conversion rates, product
yields and energy efficiencies in nitrogen fixation appli-
cations. Recently, a plasma bubble column reactor

combining glow and spark discharges was developed and
featured with an aqueous NOx- production rate of 3
mmol/h and an energy yield of 3.8 kWh/mol [10]. The
weaker glow discharge not only initiated and assisted
NOx formation but also contribute as a gas pre-
activation step increasing the internal energy of stable
N2 molecules before transport to the high electron en-
ergy and density spark region, securing sufficient activa-
tion while not requiring much further energy inputs.
Figure 3 summarizes and illustrates the possible

physico-chemical reactions in plasma bubbles as an ex-
ample of H2O2 formation and nitrogen fixation pro-
cesses. Bubbles containing energetic electrons and
plasma-generated activated gaseous species create a re-
active environment with significantly low energy input
under water. These species then undergo further inter-
action such as charge transfer, quenching and others
chemical reactions during the plasma propagation, once
reaching the gas-liquid interfaces, in which the influ-
ences from liquids such as the increased water vapour or
other impurities from liquids through diffusion and
evaporation matter, they are expected to encounter more
complicated physical and chemical processes before
some of them transfer, permeate and enter the bulk liq-
uids [1, 3]

Fig. 3 Reactive species generated and typical reactions involved at different stages for H2O2 formation and nitrogen fixation using air plasma
bubbles. Adapted and modified from Sun et al. [10]
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Additionally, there are some important properties of
the liquid, such as pH [57, 58], temperature [59] and
electrical conductivity [60, 61], that can affect the dis-
charge characteristics, plasma chemistry and the effi-
ciency of the process [62]. Although the individual
application and the target compound determine the
favourable pH condition, numerous studies reported the
importance of the liquid pH on plasma chemical reac-
tions. For instance, Wang et al. [57] reported that the re-
moval rate of P-chlorophenol increased in alkaline pH
due to higher hydroxyl radicals and a greater reaction
constant with ozone at this condition. Xin et al. [58] in-
vestigated the effect of pH on hydrogen production and
reported higher concentrations of hydrogen at acidic
condition. This is due to the presence of OH− in alkaline
conditions, which can generate O2 and hinder the pro-
duction of H2 (4 OH−- 4 e−—> 2 H2O+ O2).
Plasma reactive species possess acid-base equilibriums

between themselves that, based on the pH conditions,
can lead to various reaction pathways. In water/wastewa-
ter treatment applications, hydroxyl radicals (oxidizer) in
alkaline conditions can be converted to O−, which com-
pared to OH. represents a different chemical reactivity
[59, 63]. Further, the reactive species act differently with
organic molecules thus result in different degradation
rates and efficiency. For instance, a high efficiency in
phenol removal using a pulsed discharge plasma reactor
was reported at pH 10.2 [64].
The electrical conductivity of the liquid affects the

characteristics of the plasma discharge and consequently,
the generated reactive species [61, 65]. It was reported
by Yang et al. [66] that the discharge mode varied from
spark to spark-streamer and further to corona when the
conductivity of the liquid increased in a pulsed discharge
process. The streamer discharge can be lengthened and
leads to the induction of spark by decreasing the con-
ductivity. This is important as a spark discharge results
in an enhanced reactive environment due to the pres-
ence of high -energy particles, UV radiation, etc.
Lai et al. [60] reported that the conductivity affected

the propagation of the discharge inside bubbles due to
differences in relaxation time and charge carriers at dif-
ferent conductivities. At low conductivities, the surface
charge, as the dominant effect, prevents propagation dis-
charge in the bubble. In contrast, at high conductivities
the charges move at a faster rate and lead to interfacial
streamers, which can stop axial streamer. Although the
generated reactive species may be more at high conduct-
ivities, the energy efficiency is lower as the energy dissi-
pation is higher due to greater levels of current [61].
The concentration of OH. increases by increasing the

conductivity since it can provide stronger discharges.
However, very high conductivities can pass higher levels
of current, which consequently result in a higher plasma

temperatures and lower rates of generated reactive spe-
cies. Furthermore, the presence of inorganic ions, such
as Cl−, NO−

2 and HCO−
3 , that maintain the conductivity

of the liquid can react with OH. and produce com-
pounds that are not active for degradation [59].
Temperature of the liquid is another important param-

eter affecting the efficiency of a plasma bubble process,
especially in water treatment applications, as it can de-
termine the concentration and lifetime of the generated
reactive species [67]. For instance, Chen et al. [68] re-
ported higher phenol degradation rates at lower temper-
atures in a batch discharge unit using oxygen bubbles.
Another study indicated that at lower temperatures for
decolouration of methyl orange are desirable [69]. Based
on Arrhenius equation, at relatively higher temperatures
hydroxyl radicals, which are a major agent in plasma
oxidation process, can rapidly be quenched by abundant
molecules, such as H2O, and consequently reduce the
degradation rates [59].

4 Diagnostics
On top of the difficulties of studying complex plasma-
liquid interactions, diagnostics of rapidly evolving
plasma discharges in mm/μm scale bubbles adds an even
greater challenge. Fast imaging can provide straightfor-
ward monitoring data of time evolution of the plasma
discharge within and near the bubble volume. The
streamer propagation across the bulk liquid from the
metal electrode was investigated with a disruption of the
bubble observed due to the substantial energy transfer
from the discharge [4]. It is considered that as the
streamer propagates along the bubble surface it trans-
mits electric, acoustic and thermal stresses. Therefore, it
perturbs the bubble surface upon impact and can
destabilize the shape depending on the applied electric
field strength. In the case of plasma discharges excited
in bubbles that are attached to the electrode, a resonant
wave structure on the bubble surface has been observed
[70]. Figure 4 shows a ‘surface hugging’ streamer along
the interface of the bubble in between the counter pin
electrode [24]. Spatial electric field distribution for the
given configuration, especially the local electric field
around and inside bubble is considered to be the most
important governing factor for the following breakdown
events and discharge pattern either inside or at the inter-
face of the bubble [71, 72].
Fast camera imaging can also provide extended infor-

mation for controlled experimental parameters. Moon
et al. [73] shows how the liquid water can influence the
plasma discharge by varying pH and conductivity of
water with plasma treatment time. The influence of a
solid surface which is a substrate for the deposition or
modification to the plasma characteristics has been
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commonly observed and known including Schröder et al
[74] who showed the altered distribution of atomic oxy-
gen and reactive oxygen species (ROS) with different
surface conditions for samples exposed to a plasma jet
using two-photon absorption laser-induced fluorescence
(TaLIF). In the case of longer treatment times, a larger
deformation of the water surface was observed under
the same applied electric field due to the decreased sur-
face tension and increased conductivity caused by in-
creased H+ and NO3

– densities in the water. This
increased the electrical conductivity and decreased the
gap distance by the deformation of the water surface,
caused higher discharge current and led to the forming
of spark-like discharges from an initial glow-like dis-
charge condition. It suggests that for the local interface
of a plasma-bubble discharge and liquid water, a similar
physical mechanism can be applied, where increased
ionic species at the interface and deformation of the
bubble instantaneously influences the plasma properties
and could lead to a transition to strong spark discharge.
Thomson and Rayleigh scattering and laser induced

fluorescence or absorption techniques are well-established
techniques for measuring the spatial distribution of elec-
tron density, accurate gas temperature and short-lived
radical species fluxes such as H• and •OH measurement
in the gas phase [75–78]. Optical diagnostics including
various emission and absorption spectroscopy are com-
mon techniques for plasma-liquid interaction studies.
However, Bruggeman et al. [1] commented on the possi-
bility of degraded resolution by time averaging when the
plasmas condition is not reproducible in space or time as
for the conditions of spark or streamer discharges which
are often the case for the plasma-bubble discharge.
A time integrated diagnostics on solvated electrons in

water was possible by measuring inherent optical ab-
sorbance properties of solvated electrons at ~ 700 nm
[31]. Only a limited 12.5 nm (corrected in Corrigendum)
of penetration depth of electron was observed indicating
fast solvation before reacting through second-order re-
combination and discussed the possible impact of in-
tense electric field at the interface of plasma and liquid
with the evidence of an unexpected blue shift of the ab-
sorbance signal.

Considering the further spatial confines of plasma dis-
charges in small bubbles and their common instability,
those well-established various optical diagnostics may
not be applicable or at least may requires careful consid-
eration in performing the diagnostics and interpreting
the results.
In situ electrochemical TEM can be an innovative ap-

proach that may be extended to investigating plasma-
bubble discharges [79]. An electrochemical cell inserted
inside a TEM chamber equipped with thin SiN window
cell allows the electron beam transmission, although for
the status of the technology, it is a concern that the
strong interaction of the electron beam with the material
inside the cell, electrolyte and electrode material could
limit the reproducibility and accuracy of the data. Add-
ing significantly higher voltages to the cell may elevate
the difficulties to another level. However, as we consider
adopting the concept from a miniaturized plasma cell
with an embedded bubble within, the required break-
down voltage for the scaled-down structure will be sig-
nificantly lower. Figure 5 shows an example of a small
size electrochemical cell for confocal microscope im-
aging [80] with further miniaturization possible by
adapting photolithography [81, 82]. A compact and flat
configuration of a plasma-bubble cell may open up the
possibility of monitoring under different spectroscopy
setups including SERS (surface enhanced Raman scatter-
ing). By mixing low concentrations of nanometal parti-
cles, such as nanogold or nanosilver, which can enhance
the Raman signal from the adsorbate molecules, there
may be an opportunity to monitor the chemical evolu-
tion of the plasma-bubble system from a new different
perspective.
In addition, from Shiek et al., it would be a useful con-

cept to adapt the idea of monitoring charged particle
transport under an applied electric field, as shown in
Fig. 5c. By monitoring the spatial charge distribution of
the fluorescent dye (FITC—fluorescein isothiocyanate),
it enables the monitoring of the spatial distribution of
ionic species produced, such as H+ and OH−, at and near
the electrode.
Investigations on the long-lived chemical products dis-

solved in water are of fundamental importance to

Fig. 4 Influence of vertical position of electrodes to discharge in gas bubble [24]
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understand the underlying mechanisms of plasma-bubble
systems, with many studies reporting on the measure-
ments of the bulk solution properties for plasma-liquid
interaction [17]. The chemical probing technique employ-
ing specific scavengers combined with UV/Vis spectros-
copy can be useful by enabling the evaluation on the
concentration and production rate of chemical products
in the liquid [83–86]. Hence, by measuring the specie
densities of interest, the important chemical pathways can
be elucidated for the long term chemistry of plasma-
bubble systems [7–9]. Bruggmann et al. provided details
on different detection methods and scavengers including;
H2O2, OH, O2

−, NO2
−, NO3

−, ONOO−(peroxynitrite) and
singlet delta oxygen O2 (a

1Δg) [1].

5 Computational study
Due to the significant complexity of the physics and
chemistry at the interface of bubble discharges with

water, the use of computational modelling is valuable for
interpolating unseen aspects of experimental diagnostics
results and shed light on the underlying mechanisms of
what it is observed. Again, in order to improve the ac-
curacy of the computational modelling, some data from
the fundamental properties may rely on sophisticated
diagnostics results. Needless to say, experimental and
theoretical studies are closely interrelated. Bruggeman
stressed that ultimately the intermolecular attractive and
repulsive forces are the governing factors for all the dy-
namic mass and energy transport at the interface and
important of macroscopic properties such as surface ten-
sion [1]. In that perspective, the contribution of molecu-
lar/atomic level modelling has been particularly
important, especially in understanding of solvation of
gas species including electrons. Molecular dynamics
simulation showed the different hydrogen bonding prop-
erties in the bulk and at the interface of water which

Fig. 5 Experimental setup for monitoring electrokinetic transport of a charged dye. a Confocal laser scanning microscope. b Film holder for
suspending the free liquid film horizontally. c Dynamic nature of the dye separation front in a freely suspended liquid film under an applied
electric field observed using confocal laser scanning microscopy. The emission colours red and green represent rhodamine B (RB) and fluorescein
isothiocyanate (FITC), respectively [80]
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influences stabilization or destabilization of species [87–
89] and provided information on the structure and ener-
getics of the solvated of electrons [33, 90, 91] as intro-
duced in Section 3. However, applying empirical force
fields and limited time frames to show dynamics in
about 100 ps were seen to be a limiting factor of MD
simulation in providing insightful data for the complex
chemical kinetics required at the plasma-liquid interface
[17].
Gopalakrishnan et al. presented detailed kinetic simu-

lation results on solvated electrons and ions using
particle-in-cell/Monte Carlo model (PIC/MC) coupled
with a fluid model of an aqueous electrolyte [32] for the
validation of experimental diagnostics results from Rum-
bach et al. [31]. Figure 6 shows the structure of the
plasma–water interfacial region: solvated electron and
ion density, electric field and space charge profile near
the plasma interface with water. The model predicted
that the solvated electron may be lost by the reaction
with water within 10–20 nm for high average electron
energy of 10 eV at the interface, which is in good agree-
ment with experimental estimation by Rumbach et al.

Plasma hydrodynamics simulation has provided signifi-
cant understanding in plasma-bubble interactions with
extensively detailed kinetics data, both for the gas and li-
quid phases, including studying the influence of applied
voltage, size of the bubble and conductivity of liquid
media [34–37, 71, 72, 92]. The model provides density
and momenta of all included neutral and charged spe-
cies, electron temperature by solving Poisson’s equation,
electron energy equation, transport equations for elec-
tron, ions and all neutral species. In order to present the
plasma-liquid interaction, a second set of aqueous reac-
tions and species are introduced in the model. The stick-
ing coefficient for the diffusion loss of neutral species at
the interface of gas and liquid is assigned according to
the Henry’s law equilibrium constant [35]. Different gas
products can have significantly differences in their water
solubility, hence a large difference in Henry’s law con-
stants may be required for example, h value for H2O2,
HO2 and HNO3 are in the range of 105–106, in contrast,
N2, H2, O2, CO and NO are only 10−2 [52]. Large h
values result in a high sticking coefficient and contribute
to enhanced production rate of specific aqueous species

Fig. 6 Structure of the plasma–water interfacial region. Upper right: solvated electron density profile near the plasma interface with a salt
concentration of 100 mM. The peak concentration at the water surface (~ 0.5 mM) corresponds to a number density of ~ 1023 m− 3. Upper left:
plasma region near the water interface showing an electron-rich sheath with electron density at the interface in plasma ~ 1018 m− 3. Middle left:
electric field profile in plasma near water. Middle right: electric field in water with the ratio of electric fields at the interface corresponding to the
ratio of dielectric constants. Note the differences in length scales on the water and plasma side. Lower left: space charge profile in plasma near
water. Lower right: space charge profile in water [32]. The spatial scales in the two phases as well as the units of space charge are different. Note
that oscillations in the plasma space charge are from the PIC/MC solution [32]
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at similar diffusion coefficients of corresponding gas spe-
cies and plasma-bubble discharge conditions. Leitz and
Kushner [35] provided a detailed simulation result on
the density profile of the different gas phase species
within the discharge and solvated aqueous species in the
water volume. At the given plasma condition, while O3

was the dominant species after the plasma was switched
off and N2O was sustained in high density 1015 cm−3 in
the gas phase, the density of NO3

−
(aq) showed a signifi-

cant increase in water mainly due to the reaction to pro-
duce HNOx(aq) from NxOy(aq) species followed by
dissociation into NOx

− and H3O
+
(aq) which are easily

measurable quantities from the liquid water sample.
For a plasma-bubble geometry of 2 mm diameter at-

tached to the high voltage electrode, Tian et al. demon-
strated that the relaxation length of electron energy, and

the diffusion rate of water vapour into the interior of the
bubble can strongly influence the plasma dynamics and
spatial distribution of the plasma discharge either the
volumetric discharge or surface hugging discharge sur-
rounding the interface of the bubble [37].
Figure 7 shows a comparison result of the model with

the ICCD images from the experiment using a quasi-2D
bubble apparatus. The simulated emission intensities
used excited-states of N2, H, OH, O and O2, with the
emission from N2 excited states predominant as ex-
pected. The highest emission intensity is observed at the
initial filament between the electrode and the water
droplet, followed by the advancing surface ionization
wave along the surface of the outside gas bubble [36].
Lai et al. [60] conducted computation and experimen-

tal approaches to model and validate the effect of

Fig. 7 Comparison of simulated optical emission and experimental observations a early and b late during the voltage pulse. The simulated
emission is represented by time integrated emission from excited states of N2, H, OH, O and O2. The corresponding ICCD images had a 5 ns gate.
The conductivity of both the water droplet and the surrounding water is 1.3 × 10− 2 S cm− 1. Two versions of the ICCD images are shown—actual
data and artificially enhanced to show more detail [36]
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electrical conductivity of the liquid on the propagation
of ns pulsed discharges inside bubbles. The computa-
tional model showed that at low conductivity the effect-
ive electric field reduced in the bubble due to a voltage
drop outside the bubble. At high conductivities, axial
streamers were prevented by surface hugging (inter-
facial) streamers. In another modelling study, Babaeva
et al. [72] indicated the importance of the conductivity
of the liquid on the pattern of streamer propagation in
bubbles. They reported that by increasing the conductiv-
ity the streamers propagated at the surface of bubble as
a result of improved electric field across the boundary of
the bubble. This is in agreement with experimental and
simulation studies reported by Lai et al. [60]. Further-
more, Babaeva et al. [72] indicated the role of applied
voltage and the size of bubble as additional factors af-
fecting the transition of an axial streamer to a surface-
hugging one.
Using a commercial multi-physics simulation tool, Yan

et al. provided a spatial distribution of reactive species
inside a plasma bubble including atomic O, OH, H2O2

as well as detailed electron energy and density distribu-
tions at different configurations of the relative positions
of the electrode within the bubble as shown in Fig. 8
[93]. With further efforts of combining the diffusion and
solvation reactions at the interface of the bubble and li-
quid chemical reactions within the bulk water as

developed in a 1D model of Leitz and Kushner, it may
enable innovative visualization of both the physics and
chemistry for the entire domain including both gas and
bulk liquid volume outside the bubble interface which
would be a significant contribution to better understand-
ing these complex plasma bubble discharges.

6 Summary and outlook
In this review, we have discussed the promising per-
formance and benefits of plasma bubble discharge in the
ranges of emerging applications related to plasma-liquid
interactions. With intensified gas-to-liquid mass transfer,
the approach may enhance the production and transport
of aqueous reactive species with lower energy input in
comparison to direct under water discharges or dis-
charges over the water surface. Fast solvation of elec-
trons and ions at the interface of the bubble is expected
based on the results from a number of optical diagnos-
tics and computational studies on plasma-liquid inter-
action and radiolysis. Different diffusion and solvation
properties of chemically reactive neutral species is dis-
cussed with their temporal evolution and spatial distri-
butions in the gas and liquid phases possible to calculate
at different time scale using advanced plasma modelling
as well as measured characteristics of electrons and ions.
Investigations of the long-term chemistry using chemical
probing techniques have contributed significantly to

Fig. 8 Spatial distribution of a O density, b OH density and c H2O2 density at t = 0.5, 1.5, 5.0, and 10 ns within the underwater bubble [93]
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providing important information in understanding the
plasma-bubble phenomena.
Plasma-bubbles combined with catalysis offer a prom-

ising new area of science for a range of chemical synthe-
sis and conversion applications including sustainable
resource recovery and conversion to higher-value up-
cycled products as well as heath, sterilization, cancer
therapy and related applications.
As the utilization of the plasma-bubble as a sustainable

approach for environmental applications, particularly
water treatment, receives growing attention, it may be
required to conduct studies to assess possible by-
products and their lifetimes in treated water to address
any requirements set by regulatory bodies. Additionally,
this technology has been offered as an alternative to con-
ventional treatments extensive techno-economic assess-
ments need to be carried out to demonstrate its
advantages and improve its competitiveness compared
to other technologies.
Many research questions remain unanswered due to

the numerous challenges in mass transfer studies such
as the significant interruption from both organic and in-
organic impurities commonly present in the aqueous so-
lutions. In order to improve the understanding on this
multiphysics, multi-scale problem of dynamic plasma
discharges in gas bubbles, it will require significant inter-
disciplinary research efforts between the fields of plasma
physics and chemistry.
Despite the complexities and limited understanding of

the physicochemical mechanisms found with plasma-
liquid interactions, the unique potential of plasma-
bubble system of enabling efficient transport of energetic
reactive species into a liquid medium offers a powerful
route to sustainable chemistry.
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